
 
Picasso Face 

 
Materials needed: 
Acrylic Paint, Color Float 
Paint brushes 
Pallet  
10 ½” x 15” paper for painting 
12” x 18” paper for mounting 
Water 
Paper towel 
 
This is a multi-day lesson. 
Write on board: Realism, Symmetrical and Proportional. 
Review terms with students as well as introducing Pablo Picasso and Cubism.  In this 
lesson, students will start with a realistic, symmetrical and proportional drawing and then 
turn it into a cubism style.  An artist first has to learn the rules of art before they can 
“break” them. 
 
Realism is an approach to art in which subjects are depicted in as straightforward manner 
as possible, without idealizing them and without following rules of formal artistic theory 
 
Symmetrical is an approach to art in which objects are identical on either side of a given 
point. 
 
Proportional is an approach to art in which all objects are in accurate sizes. 
 

 



 
Background on Pable Picasso, 1881 – 1973 
Born in provincial Malaga, Spain in 1881, Picasso could draw before he could talk; his 
first words at age two were “piz, piz”, Spanish for pencil.  He also found drawing much 
easier than reading, and by his mid teens he had mastered the art of drawing with 
photographic accuracy.  He attended art school in Barcelona and Madrid, but was 
impatient with the rigid, academic approach and dropped out.  Picasso permanently 
relocated to France in 1904, where he was surrounded by fellow artists and writers that 
became known as “la bande á Picasso” (Picasso’s gang) which survived in some form until 
his death.  Picasso is considered the most prolific western artist, with approximately 
50,000 works.  His immense volume of work consists of a diverse range of styles and 
media.  His various styles have been categorized into “periods.”  The “Blue Period” 
depicts poverty and emotional depression.  During this time he was living in poverty and 
actually burned his sketches for fuel.  His move to Paris brought him into his brief 
sentimental and romantic “Rose Period” depicting harlequins and acrobats.  Next was 
Picasso’s “Cubist Period,” considered a major revolution of 20th century art.  His 1907 
work Les Demoiselles d’Avignon has been called “the most innovative painting since 
Giotto” because it broke 500 years of single point Renaissance perspective and led to a 
style of multiple viewpoints called Cubism.  Developed with Georges Braque and Juan 
Gris, Cubism attempted to show, on a flat surface, how an object, like a table, could be 
seen from different sides simultaneously.  Forms were broken up and recombined in 
different ways.   
 
Drawing: 
 

1. Draw an egg shape and for the face and use 
correct proportions.  

 
2. Divide the head in half and at the half line is 

where the eyes should be. In the bottom half 
divide it in half again. This is the bottom of the 
nose.  

 
3. Divide the bottom of the nose to the chin once 

again and this is the placement of the mouth.  
 

4. First draw the eyes and the pupils. Have them 
use their own eyes as a measurement. Nose width 
is about the same width as an eye. No real need 
to draw the center eye but clarifying that if they 
want to they can.  



 
 

5. Next draw the nose, the lips, the eye browns, the ears, the neck, the shoulder, and 
the hair. The nose should have a circle in the center that dips below the oval. 

 
Painting:  Write “Tints – add white” and “Shades – add black” to board 

1. To give the face dimension, use tints and shades of the skin color 
you mix.  Skin will appear darker in some areas where a shadow is 
on the sides and lower cheeks and chin, above the eyes on the 
eyelids and along one side of the nose.  Lighter areas include the 
center of the forehead, below the eyes and the upper cheeks, on 
the other side of the nose. 

2. When painting eyes, remember the whites, iris (colored part) and 
the pupil. 

3. Hair will also have highlighted areas so make tints and shades of 
the color mixed for your hair. 

4. Paint shoulders or shirt.     
5. Use a bold color for the background.  Background can be multiple colors or just 

one. 
6. Allow painting to dry overnight. 

 
Creating Cubism Piece: 

1. Cut painting into 9 pieces – each should be 3 ½” x 5 
2. Arrange pieces in an interesting composition. 
3. Glue to 12” x 18” mounting paper 
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